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The article discusses econometrical modeling of a generalized investment appeal indicator for a
tourist company and for a tourist sector of a region by the example of Crimea. The latter is further called the
rating of investment appeal for a region. The database of the main financial and activity indicators for
Crimean tourist companies (2003-2007) was used to calculate the indicators.
Investment policy realization in Ukraine, specifically in the tourist sector, depends on scientifically
proved undertakings to attract investments. These undertakings are planned using various econometrical
methods to analyze investment appeal of a tourist company.
Table 1 shows data describing the volume of direct foreign investment into the tourist sector of
Crimea during 2003-2007yrs.
Table 1. The volume of direct foreign investments into the tourist sector of Crimea�� 2003-2007 yrs. (end
of year)
unit
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
TOTAL in
thousand
234045,1
331179,9
460367,0 576971,4 726194,9
Crimea
dollars
The volume of
direct foreign thousand
dollars.
investments
into the tourist
sector of
150312,1
217876,7 259879,8 288941,4
Crimea
174093,3
Including:
Sanatoriums
112986,6
125497,0 127341,1 143026,0
thousand
101611,0
dollars.
Per cent to the
%
67,6
volume of
64,9
57,6
49,0
49,5
direct foreign
investments
Tourist
4700,5
37910,5
52495,7 53165,2
companies
thousand
3908,1
dollars.
Per cent to the
%
2,6
2,7
17,4
20,2
18,4
volume of
direct foreign
investments
The data above shows the increase in the direct foreign investments into Crimea during 2003-2007,
nevertheless the relative level stays low as shown on Figure 1.
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Fig 1. Dynamics of direct foreign investments into the tourist sector of Crimea during 2003-2007 yrs.
The rating of investment appeal for a region, calculated using econometrical methods, can be used as
a tool to explain the dynamics presented above, as far as it is a universal instrument of the overall
independent assessment of the current state and potential of a region’s tourist sector. The rating also provides
the key information for an investor regarding both generalized assessment and projections of the operational
efficiency of all the region’s company.
There are several means to determine the rating as an integral indicator of investment appeal. One of
them is GRETL www.sourceforget.net (GNU Regression Econometrics and Time Series Library) open
source econometrical software procedures application.
The rating of investment appeal for a region is calculated based on the main financial and activity
indicators of all functioning tourist companies of Crimea, using data from 2003 to 2007, fragment of which
is displayed on Figure 2.

Fig 2. Fragment of the financial and activity indicators database for Crimean companies in 2007. in Gretl
1.7.1
The following individual indicators were used in calculations, names in parenthesis indicate the
corresponding variable name in Gretl:
X1 - Number of tourists ( Client base);
X2 - Number of tour days (TourDays);
X3 - Sales Volume (SalesVolume);
X4 - Balance Profit (BalanceProfit);
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X5 - Budget Payments (BudgetPaym);
X6 - Costs (Costs).
As far as the indicators x1 ,..., x6 are correlated among each other in the substantial extent, the
principal components method can be applied to calculate one the most significant principal component �1
(with the maximum contribution into the overall dispersion of x1 ,..., x6 ) as a linear function of the original
indexes, formula (1).
The principal component �1 can be used as a generalized index of the investment appeal for a
company, as far as it contains the majority of information about the company from x1 ,..., x6 .

y1 ( x) = w11 (

x1 − x1

σ1

) + ... + w61 (

x6 − x6

σ6

);

(1)

where x j and σ j — the average and standard deviation of xj;
6

wj1 – coefficients of the most significant principal component (

�w
j =1

2
j1

= 1 );

�1 – the most significant principal component - a generalized index of the investment appeal for a
company.
The value λ1 is the maximum eigenvalue for the first principal component �1. As far as λ1
generalizes the majority of observations x1 ,..., x6 , it can be considered the rating of investment appeal for a
region in a given year and further used to track the dynamics of a region’s investment appeal.
According to the modeling results obtained in Gretl (Figure 3), the generalized indicator of
investment appeal for a company (�1) for the year 2007 is determined using formula (2):

Y12007 = 0,452ClientBase + 0,428TourDays + 0,459SalesVolume + 0,453Costs +

+ 0,152 Balance Pr ofit + 0,416 BudgetPayments

(2)

Fig. 3. Modeling results in Gretl using the Principal Components Method
for the year 2007
The per cent of initial data x1 ,..., x6 embraced by �1 and included into the formula (2) is 72,65%
(Proportion on Figure 3).
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Thus, eigenvalue λ 2007 = 4,3593 can be considered the rating of investment appeal for a region in
2007.

Similar calculations were conducted using 2006 data (Figure 4), formula (3) was obtained:

Y12006 = 0,457ClientBase + 0,434TourDays + 0,451SalesVolume + 0,453Costs +
+ 0,06Balance Pr ofit + 0,436BudgetPayments

(3)

Fig. 4. Modeling results in Gretl using the Principal Components Method for the year 2006
The per cent of initial data x1 ,..., x6 embraced by �1 and included into the formula (3) is 74,49%
(Proportion on Figure 4).
Thus, eigenvalue λ 2006 = 4,4692 can be considered the rating of investment appeal for a region in
2006.
Similar calculations were conducted using 2005 data (Figure 5), formula (4) was obtained:
Y12005 = 0,447Clien tBase + 0,446TourDays + 0,472 SalesVolum e + 0,469 Costs − 0,004 Balance Pr ofit + 0,399 BudgetPaym ents

(4)
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Fig. 5. Modeling results in Gretl using the Principal Components Method
for the year 2005
The per cent of initial data x1 ,..., x6 embraced by �1 and included into the formula (4) is 71,34%
(Proportion on Figure 5).
Thus, eigenvalue λ 2005 = 4,2807 can be considered the rating of investment appeal for a region in 2005.
The modeling results above can be summarized in the table 2 below.
Table 2. Modeling results for the Crimean Region tourist sector investment appeal.
year

200
5

The generalized index of the investment
Rating of the
investment appeal
appeal for a company, Y1i
for Crimea, λi
Y12005 = 0,447Clien tBase + 0, 446TourDays +

4,2807

0,472 SalesVolum e + 0,469 Costs − 0,004 Balance Pr ofit + 0,399 BudgetPaym ents

200
6
200
7

Y12006 = 0,457ClientBase + 0,434TourDays +

4,4692

0,451SalesVolume + 0,453Costs +
+ 0,06BalancePr ofit + 0,436BudgetPayments
Y12007 = 0,452Clien tBase + 0,428TourDays +
0, 459 SalesVolum e + 0, 453Costs +
+ 0,152 Balance Pr ofit + 0,416 BudgetPaym ents

4,3593

Fig. 6 shows a fragment of the calculated database of Y12005 , Y12006 , Y12007 for every tourist
company in Crimea.
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Thus, the principal component method allows for generalization and synthesis of indicial financial
and activity indicators x1 ,..., x6 for individual companies in a certain year into a generalized indicator of a
company’s investment appeal y1
(most significant principal component) and also for calculation of the investment appeal rating for a
(eigenvalue
for
region’s
tourist
sector λ1

y1.)
Fig 6. A fragment of the calculated database of Y12005 , Y12006 , Y12007
The same calculation method was used to estimate λ 2004 = 4,01 and λ2003 = 3,91
In order to estimate the dynamics of the calculated ratings in the given time-frame (2003-2007) and
to make the projections for the period (2008-2012), the trend analysis method (one of the methods for time
series analysis) was applied in Gretl.
According to the modeling results using Ordinary Least Squares method (Figure 7) the trend model
λi was developed, formula (5):
of the time series of

λi = 3,7985 + 0,13578t + ε ,

(5),

��� t - year;
ε - random error (residuals).
Model (5) was developed based on prior obtained values of λ 2003 , λ 2004 , λ 2005 , λ 2006 , λ 2007 .
Prediction of the rating λi for the time frame (2008-2012) is shown on Figure 8.
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Fig 7. Trend modeling results for λi .
The model (5) can be considered adequate and its parameters - valid with a 5% probability of an error.
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For 95% confidence intervals, t(3, .025) = 3,182
std. error
95% confidence interval
Obs
Prediction for
λi (Rating)
2008
4,61318
0,167384
(4,08049, 5,14587)
2009
4,74896
0,193279
(4,13386, 5,36406)
2010
4,88474
0,222181
(4,17766, 5,59182)
2011
5,02052
0,253061
(4,21517, 5,82587)
2012
5,15630
0,285279
(4,24841, 6,06419)
Fig 8. Dynamics and projection for λi (Crimea investment appeal rating)
Overall positive dynamics of the investment appeal rating for Crimea can be indicated during the
period 2003-2007, (Figure 8). The rating value is going to reach 4,61318 in 20008 and 5,15630 in 2012
according to the projections using the linear trend model (5).
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Modeling results obtained in the research allow to make a conclusion that investment appeal of
Crimea is going to increase 5,82% in 2008 and 18,28% in 2012 due to the positive dynamics of individual
financial and activity indicators of tourist companies in the region.

